ABSTRACT

Background from need some good play area for children. The Project of interior lollypop indoor playground for childrend in Surabaya by planetary theme have a concept in order children can playing at the same time learning something. The main purpose are children have a better game, good socialization and get new knowledge except from the school. At first, this building was used as daycare, but then, the function was changed into an indoor playground.

This playground is for children age 3-5 years and 6-8 years. Indoor playground design is also trying to depart from the things close to the children themselves. The impression planned are imagination and fun that compatible with characteristic of children. Facilities planned include lobby, play area for children 3-5 years old and 6-8 years old, mini theater, mini cafe, display area, toilet and children’s bathroom.

In this thing, is a macro manner, the design method is divided in two steps, the first step is data collection including: interviews, literature studies, and comparative studies and the second stage is analysis, including: aesthetics, security, circulation, and formation.

From data processing and analysis, can produced an interior design Lollypop indoor playground for children with planetary theme.
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